
 

 

 

The ability for histories to be neutral or objective is impeded by the inherent bias of historians 
own values and ideologies apparent in their construction of history. The contentious issue of 
whether history can ever be truly ‘neutral’ or ‘objective’ has been the subject of historical 
debate for decades, such issue is that debated in Neil Munro’s thesis Objectivity in History. 
Munro acknowledges the perceived infallibility of history and the notion that historical truth 
is practised to the fullest extent by historians in their undertakings. However he argues that 
the primal hindrance in achieving objective histories is ‘the historian himself’, asserting that 
the intrinsic motives, context, opinions that accompany each historian hinders the objectivity 
and neutrality of their histories, whether intentionally or inadvertently. This notion is both 
disputed and supported by several other historians including postmodernist Hayden White, 

empiricist Leopold von Ranke and Herodotus.  
 
Complete objectivity is a fallacy since ultimately history is an expression of a historian’s 
exclusivity of facts. Historians have been known to be deliberately selective about which facts 
they present, those which they overlook and those which they emphasise. Therefore it could 
be argued that ‘facts’ in history are never pure - they come to us distorted and ‘refracted by 
the mind of the recorder’ as insinuated by historian E. Carr in Munro’s piece. The idea that 
historians can extrapolate facts best suited to their arguments or intentions is asserted by 
Munro who claims, “ the person who decides what are the ‘facts of history’ is a human being… 
who comes complete with the full complement of background, education, attitudes, opinions, 
likes and dislikes”. Thus, the ability for histories to be neutral observers is therefore 
hampered by the inherent bias of the historian himself, regardless of their professionalism or 
well intentions. Munro’s rejection of objectivity is supported by the postmodernist historian 
Hayden White, who asserts that, “there is no such thing as a correct view of any object under 
study but that there are many correct views”. He further argues that by historians conjuring 
sentences to record and represent an event in history their work is no longer a ‘reflection’ but 
a ‘representation’ of events.  Thus it is apparent that the ideals of an objective and neutral 
construction of history have been dispelled and are unattainable.  
 

Historical truth is hindered by subjectivity apparent in the mind of the historian, regardless of 
their objective methodologies. Neil Munro suggests that there is an inherent bias in every 
historian and that their methodology has no influence in reducing the subjectivity of their 
histories. He insinuates that as, ‘professional and well-intentioned as they may be imagined, 
each comes complete with the full complement of background, education, and attitudes’. 
Munro essentially argues that detachment of the historian is impossible due their own 
influence in recording their work and form their histories. Contrastingly, 19th century 
German historian, Leopold von Ranke rejected the view that historical objectivity was 
unachievable, rather he believed that through empiricism - in using observable facts and 
scientific methods -  he could guarantee the truth in his histories. He did so by immersing 
himself in archives and using scientific methodology to conjure historical works based on the 
‘facts’ to show, ‘how, essentially, things happened.’ His views on objectivity are evident in his 
statement that the, “strict presentation of facts, no matter how conditional and unattractive 
they might be is undoubtedly the supreme law of history”. Yet, the pertinence of Munro’s 
central argument that the major obstacle to objectivity is the historian himself, is exemplified 
in the fact that despite Von Ranke’s insistence of the complete objectivity of historical facts, he 
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himself had engrained bias in his work. Contemporary criticism has labelled his work as 
having been, ‘written for the rich and powerful about the rich about the rich and powerful.’ 
Furthermore it can be argued that historians, in their selective analysis of the past on the 
basis of surviving historical records and evidence such as that von Ranke relied heavily upon 
to form his histories, forces the historian to draw conclusions which must be necessarily be 
subject to their own individual interpretations. Evidently, the extent to which histories can be 
entirely objective and neutral is severely limited.  
 
The inability for histories to be impartial and unaligned is apparent in the motives and 
intentions of the historians to accommodate for their audiences. Neil Munro suggest that the 
role of the historians, “ is not only to record facts, but also to interpret them, they are by 
definition adopting a subjective approach to history”. However, some historians adopt a more 
discernible subjective approach in attempts to create narrative arcs in their histories. Such is 
that of Herodotus, an ancient Greek historian of the early 5th century who pioneered the 
foundations of historical inquiry in his work yet, had was evidently bias throughout his work, 
expressing his desire to appease his audience. He himself admits to the purpose and 
subjective intentions of his history which serves to, “preserve the memory of the past by 
putting on record the astonishing achievement both of own and of other peoples”. Herodotus 
conjures the illusion of objectivity in his insistence on divulging both sides of the story in 
order to achieve neutrality and relying solely on individual’s testimony and oral sources as his 
method of inquiry. Whilst his contextual setting of 5th century allows for objectivity due to 
the lack of historical works influencing his construction of history, it also impedes impartiality 
due to need for his work to entertain and be delivered orally. In order to do so, Herodotus 
motive was centred on creating histories that were riveting, narrative versions of the past, 
often conjuring supernatural, irrational explanations, and fabricated sources. In his quest to 
generate a history that was most interesting or appealing to the audience, it is evident the 
extent to which histories can be objective or neutral is finite.  
 
In all, histories are limited in the extent to which they can be truly objective and neutral 
entirely. The impediments of the historian and the inherent bias in their work hinder the 
creation of impartial history, despite their good intentions. As Neil Munro argues that the 
exclusivity of facts, interpretation of historians and the need to appease audiences culminates 
in histories which are neither objective nor neutral as they have been, ‘refracted through the 
mind of the recorder’. Numerous historians such as Hayden White, Leopald von Ranke and 
Herodotus demonstrate through their own historical methodology and recordings of histories 
that true objectivity and neutrality is ultimately unattainable.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


